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Abstract
The Korean New Religious Movements began as 東學(Donghak) created by
Soowoon(水雲) Choi Jewoo in 1860, in its history of 156 years, it has
influenced on the Korean religious work a lot and brought new changes.
There are about 300 religious bodies in Korea and the creator of each
religion revealed themselves as the Savior or their followers served them
as their Savior on the basis of some phrases in the scriptures. However,
we must research: when, where, who appears as the true Messiah to save
all humanity in a new era.
In my paper, I will examine the characteristics and ultimate goals of the
Korean New Religious Movements, the roles of religions and the decline of
their existence. Additionally, I will contemplate what the qualification and
symbols of the true Messiah are on the basis of the result of Field Study
about a prophet like Moses and the descent of the Holy Spirit, the hidden
history of the Lost tribe of Dan, the secret of the seven trumpets and the
hidden manna of new heaven that falls in the Most Holy Place(Victory
Altar), which will be the last sacred temple.
Finally, I will introduce new values and philosophy in a new era and ‘the
Law of Liberty’ that was proclaimed in the Zion Castle, a new heaven.
My paper has a meaning in revealing incomplete philosophies, religions,
and idolatry, how to realize a paradise and all humanity to become One.
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Power Point Presentation Summary
Hello! Everyone. Shalom!
As you know here and above abstract, Today’s my main topic is a
Prophet like Moses in Korea and the start and final stage of a Korean New
religious movement in the future. That is, my paper shall be a introduction
and reveal the prophet like Moses who emits the hidden manna of new
heaven in the Bible, the advent of the Victor, Messiah, and the work of the
Holy Spirit. Now it is at the final stage where the opening of the new
heaven and earth is blooming and fruitful. There is a growing and

emphasizing need for active research on where, when, who will emerge as
a true Messiah who can save all mankind. I am sure that this paper will be
a major role for understanding, studying, and letting you discern who the
hero of new Jerusalem is in the coming of a new era, where the holy place
in the future is, and what the work of the Holy Spirit is.
In Korea, the ritual of giving burnt offerings to God has been maintained
by the priests like shamans as the sign of honor and thanksgiving to God
the source of life, for thousands years, similar to the practice of the
ancient Israelites. Especially, in the place of the ritual for
Dan-Gun(meaning King and a respectful suffix), Korean founding ancestor,
a national religious ceremony that Korean people build stone altars and
offer ritual services in the Taebaek mountain and Manni mountains, have
connected, they have played roles as a national holy place for thousands
of years.
In this paper, I will first explain the characteristics and ultimate aim of
Korean new religious movement, the role of religion, and the value and
reasons, the cause of decline phenomena of religion. Additionally, I will
introduce that ‘who is a prophet like Moses, the new work of the
descending phenomenon of the Holy Spirit that the Victor like spiritual
Moses pours, and the essence of the last 5 covenants of Victory God. I will
consider and issue the hidden history of the Lost Dan tribe among the lost
ten tribes that the Israelites and many researchers are searching. And
then, Let’s learn about the secret of the seventh trumpets, the last runner
in the work of the Holy Spirit, the new hymn and the holy saints of the
Most Holy Place with clothed white robes and the hidden manna that falls
in the Most Holy Place, SeungRiJeDan.
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KamJeong-ri, Kimpo-si, the Birthplace(生家) of the Victor Cho Hee Sung,
'Hwangsan Do' in Ganghwa-do, an uninhabited island, where he prayed, the
Secret Chamber(MilSil,密室) in SoSa-gu, Bucheon-si, where the Victor was
completed, and the Victory Altar, where the Victorious Holy Spirit always
falls and the believers offer a sacrifice everyday the 'Headquarter Altar' as
well as the local 'Altars'. The Holy Matter is the Hidden Manna of New
heaven, and a New Statement of eternal life that is playing a great role in
the motivation and faith of their Saints. However, it is regrettable that the
sanctification of the Holy Land has not yet progressed due to religious
persecution by late president Kim Y. S, the representative of the New

Christianity, who has caused the IMF. Due to the lack of awareness and
significance of the sanctification of the Holy Land of the leadership in the
religious body, most of MilSil, the Holy Land, is being damaged by being
bought and sold for the Bucheon University's expansion project. Therefore,
for now, the Most Holy Places are the 'Headquarter Altar' and the local
'Altars' where the Holy Spirit is falling down from New Heaven always.
The contents of this paper are about some results of comparative study
something about the symbols of the true Messiah of the scriptures and
prophetic books based on the results of a long field study, interviews with
the white robes group, the recordings analysis of new covenant words of
the Victory Altar Video Tapes by the Victor sermons, and shooting myself
the hidden Holy Dew Spiritual Manna by filum camera.
Finally, I will introduce what the new value and philosophy in the new
age is, the reality of the "Law of Liberty" of new heaven that must be kept
by all neohumans in the spiritual Zion city of the new heaven, and all
human being for the first time. The future of Korean new religious
movement was aimed at building and realizing the Earth Paradise and
Utopia on this earth by producing many Neohumans of New Neaven. They
shall be called the Righteous men, Neohumans, the people of New Heaven,
the new human clothed in pure and white linen.
This paper is meaningful in that it reveals how the new world of a dream
society will be realized and how humanity will be able to be reborn as
Neohumans. Along with the existence of the Holy Spirit as well as the Holy
hope, beyond incomplete philosophies, religions, ideology and blind faith. It
will be the second spiritual Exodus from the Soul of Satan, devils of the
darkness and death. Thank you.
_______________________________
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